Zastrozzi and St. Irvyne

In 1810, while still at Eton, Percy Bysshe Shelley published Zastrozzi, the first of his two
early Gothic prose romances. He published the second, St. Irvyne; or, The Rosicrucian, a year
later. These sensationalist novels present some of Shelleyâ€™s earliest thoughts on
irresponsible self-indulgence and violent revenge, and offer remarkable insight into an
imagination that is strikingly modern. This new Broadview Literary Texts edition also brings
together the fragmentary remains of Shelleyâ€™s other prose fiction, including his chapbook,
Wolfstein, and contemporary reviews both by Shelley and about his work.
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Zastrozzi and St. Irvyne [Percy Bysshe Shelley, Stephen C. Behrendt] on Amazon .com.
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. In , while still at Eton, Percy. Zastrozzi has ratings and
39 reviews. karen said: so i only read this because it She even misspells the title of Shelley's
second Gothic novel as St. Irvine. St. Irvyne; or, The Rosicrucian: A Romance is a Gothic
horror novel written by Percy Bysshe III, edited by William Hazlitt. The novella was a
follow-up to Shelley's first prose work, Zastrozzi, published earlier in St. Irvyne was
republishedÂ ?Major characters - ?Plot - ?Reception - ?The Wolfstein Chapbooks.
Zastrozzi: A Romance is a Gothic novel by Percy Bysshe Shelley first published in in London
by George Wilkie and John Robinson anonymously, with only the initials of the author's
name, as by P.B.S. . The first of Shelley's two early Gothic novellas, the other being St.
Irvyne. Perhaps we may pretty safely take this as a reference to St. Irvyne, and St. Irvyne, as
well as Zastrozzi, was reprinted in The Romancist as the. Find Zastrozzi and St Irvyne by
Shelley, Percy Bysshe at Biblio. Uncommonly good collectible and rare books from
uncommonly good booksellers. , , English, Book edition: Zastrozzi: a romance and St. Irvyne:
or, The Rosicrucian: a romance / Percy Bysshe Shelley ; new foreword by A. J. Hartley.
This chapter examines two short Gothic novels and two pieces of short prose written by
Shelley that seem to be introductions to tales or romances which he later.
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